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Streamlining results  
in universal improvements 

UNIVERSAL LABELS & PACKAGING produces 
self-adhesive, wraparound and in-mould labels, 
shrink sleeves, flexible packaging, sachets and 
tags at its 8 000m² facility in Midrand, Gauteng. 
The company has recently invested in its fourth 
MPS flexo press, replacing a 2004 model.

According to CEO, Brett Prawde, this latest 
purchase decision was easy, as it was based on 
Universal’s 15-year track record with MPS presses. 
He’s pleased to report that this latest model – a highly-
automated multi-substrate press for label production 
and flexible packaging printing on substrates from thin 
unsupported film to thick cartonboard – offers excellent 
quality and flexibility.

The sale was facilitated by Rotocon Consulting & 
Service director, Patrick Aengenvoort, who comments 
that the press was installed at the beginning of May 
and commissioned a week later. This was followed 
by a week’s training on the technology updates for 
operator, Jacob Mofokeng, focusing on the ink pumps 
(powered by the Lean Inking system), iStrip matrix 
rewinding, iControl management HMI, and iStop 
technology. 

MPS has developed a chamber inking system that 
combines the advantages of open and closed systems. 
This Lean Inking technology enables circulatory ink 
filling from ink buckets placed on the service side of 
each printing unit, reducing ink in the system and 

Universal Labels & Packaging, among the country’s largest privately-
owned label printers, recently replaced a 2004 MPS EF 430 flexo press 
with the latest model. nici Solomon reports.

 On Universal’s latest MPS  
EF 430 flexo press, operator, 
Jacob Mofokeng can set up an 
eight-colour job in 10 minutes 
with only 30 to 35 metres of 
waste material, compared to  
80 to 100 metres of waste on  
the older press.

 Universal Labels & Packaging 
director, Steve Piper, and 
Rotocon Consulting & Service 
director, Patrick Aengenvoort, 
who facilitated the sale of the 
MPS EF 430 flexo press.
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Ed’s note: In addition to MPS presses, 
Universal purchases its flexible dies, print 
cylinders, and rotary dies through Rotocon 
Consulting & Service.

Rhino: a different type  
of conservation 
UNIVERSAL LABELS & PACKAGING CEO, Brett 
Prawde, is especially pleased that the new MPS 
EF 430 flexo press only needs one 250A feed, 
compared to two 250A feeds required to run the 
2004 model.

‘This has effectively halved power usage, which 
is great news, considering the cost of electricity,’ he 
comments. ‘It also creates future opportunities for us 
to install more machines on our existing power base.’

The technology powering this achievement is 
GEW’s hybrid UV system. ‘The Rhino ArcLED 
power supply automatically recognises which type 
of cassette – arc UV or LED UV – is installed and 
adjusts the control accordingly,’ explains Rotocon 
director, Patrick Aengenvoort. ‘This intelligent power 
management system balances the current drawn 

from each mains phase and minimises harmonic 
distortion. Reducing harmonics in operation is vital in 
maximising existing mains capacity because energy 
isn’t lost as heat in cabling and transformers,’ he 
stresses.

In addition, the Rhino control automatically logs 
energy use and displays it on-screen at the touch of a 
button, showing kWh consumption in operation and at 
idle, and percentage production uptime. The operator 
can check the event log to ensure the system is 
working at peak efficiency, avoiding energy wastage 
and unplanned downtime.

The Rhino system is designed to run in harsh 
conditions at ambient temperatures up to 40°C. 
It’s also unaffected by dust, ink mist and other 
atmospheric contaminants.

automating ink level controls. Additional benefits are 
low ink makeready; quick colour changes and wash-
ups; no ink spitting or misting (even at high printing 
speeds); no ink leakage during machine standstill; and 
automatic pressure control, which mean the doctor 
blades don’t need readjustment during operation. 

The iStrip tension-controlled waste stripping 
technology allows the press to die-cut and strip matrix 
at high speeds, even with demanding label shapes  
and materials, such as hot melt adhesives.

The servo-driven iControl management and service 
platform enables individual control of each print station 
via a small touchscreen, and allows the operator to 
perform inline checks. Jacob Mofokeng confirms that 
this patented HMI technology is simple, intuitive and 
stress-free to use, and helps minimise errors.

 The Lean Inking system enables circulatory ink filling from ink buckets placed on the service side of each printing unit. This 
reduces ink usage; eliminates ink spitting, misting and leaking; and enables quick colour changes and wash-ups. 

 iStrip matrix rewinder technology eliminates tension on the matrix, allowing the press to die-cut and strip waste at high speeds, 
even for difficult shapes and/or materials.

MPS’s iStop technology optimises stops and starts 
during multiple reel orders. As Patrick Aengenvoort 
explains, this technology offers a unique combination 
of print setting orientation and advanced servo-drive 
technology, which assists in lifting the cylinder during 
a roll change so that it doesn’t leave any marks, and 
enables the operator to continue the job, without 
creating additional waste.
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